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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, 
Plaintiff/Appellant, 
v. 
CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC, 
Defendant/Respondent, 
and 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, 
husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE &, 
ESCROW CORP., 
Defendants. 
************** 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
************** 
Appeal from the District Court of the 
Seventh Judicial District ofthe State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Bonneville 
HONORABLE Joel E. Tingey, District Judge. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Steven F. Schossberger 
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P.O. Box 50731 
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Seve icial District Court - Bonneville User: SHULTS 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0000835 Current Judge: Joel E. Tingey 
Stonebrook Construction, LLC vs. Joshua Ashby, etal. 
Stonebrook Construction, LLC vs. Joshua Ashby, Katrina Ashby, AmeriTitle, Inc., Chase Home Finance, LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
2/9/2009 SMIS WOOLF Summons Not Issued Yet Joel E. Tingey 
NCOC WOOLF New Case Filed-Other Claims Joel E. Tingey 
NOAP WOOLF Plaintiff: Stonebrook Construction, LLC Notice Of Joel E. Tingey 
Appearance B.J. Driscoll 
WOOLF Filing: A - Civil Complaint for more than $1,000.00 Joel E. Tingey 
Paid by: Driscoll, B.J. (attorney for Stonebrook 
Construction, LLC) Receipt number: 0006150 
Dated: 2/9/2009 Amount: $88.00 (Check) For: 
Stonebrook Construction, LLC (plaintiff) 
4/15/2009 AMCO WILLIAMS Amended Complaint Filed Joel E. Tingey 
SMIS WILLIAMS Summons Issued Joel E. Tingey 
4/17/2009 SMIS WILLIAMS Another Summons Issued Joel E. Tingey 
6/22/2009 AFFD WOOLF Affidavit of BJ Driscoll Joel E. Tingey 
SMIS DOOLITTL Summons Issued (3) Joel E. Tingey 
6/23/2009 ORDR SOUTHWIC Order for publication Joel E. Tingey 
SOUTHWIC Second Another Summons (Chase Home Joel E. Tingey 
Finance, LLC) 
6/30/2009 SMIS DOOLITTL 3rd Another Summons Issued Joel E. Tingey 
7/9/2009 ACKN KESTER Acknowledgement Of Service - 7/6/09 (Alliance Joel E. Tingey 
Title & Escrow Corporation by Paul Fritz, 
Registered Agent) 
7/27/2009 ASRV DOOLITTL Affidavit of Service - 7-22-09 Katrina Ashby Joel E. Tingey 
ASRV DOOLITTL Affidavit of Service - 7-22-09 Joshua Ashby Joel E. Tingey 
8/13/2009 PPUB DOOLITTL Proof Of Publication July 7, 14,21,28,2009 Joel E. Tingey 
8/25/2009 APPL LYKE Application for Entry of Default Joel E. Tingey 
APDJ LYKE Application For Default Judgment Joel E. Tingey 
AFFD LYKE Affidavit in Support of Application for Default Joel E. Tingey 
Judgment 
8/26/2009 OFDJ SOUTHWIC Order For Default Joel E. Tingey 
DFJDG SOUTHWIC Default (entered by Judge) Joel E. Tingey 
JDMT SOUTHWIC Default Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure- Joel E. Tingey 
total jdmt of $30,260.35 plus foreclosure property 
description 
CDIS SOUTHWIC Civil Disposition entered for: Ashby, Joshua, Joel E. Tingey 
Defendant; Ashby, Katrina, Defendant; 
Stonebrook Construction, LLC, Plaintiff. Filing 
date: 8/26/2009 
STATUS SOUTHWIC Case Status Changed: closed Joel E. Tingey 
9/1/2009 JDMT SOUTHWIC AMENDED Default Judgment and Decree of Joel E. Tingey 
Foreclosure 
9/2/2009 JDMT SOUTHWIC SECOND AMENDED Default Judgment and Joel E. Tingey 
Decree of Foreclosure 
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Sevent icial District Court - Bonneville User: SHULTS 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0000835 Current Judge: Joel E. Tingey 
Stonebrook Construction, LLC vs. Joshua Ashby, etal. 
Stonebrook Construction, LLC vs. Joshua Ashby, Katrina Ashby, AmeriTitle, Inc., Chase Home Finance, LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
9/1~/2009 JDMT SOUTHWIC THIRD AMENDED Default Judgment and Decree Joel E. Tingey 
of Foreclosure 
9/14/2009 AFFD LYKE Affidavit in Support of Writ of Execution Joel E. Tingey 
9/15/2009 WRIT LYKE Writ Issued $30,262.35 Bonneville Joel E. Tingey 
LYKE Miscellaneous Payment: Writs Of Execution Paid Joel E. Tingey 
by: Smtih, Driscoll & Associates Receipt number: 
0042318 Dated: 9/15/2009 Amount: $2.00 
(Check) 
9/22/2009 NOAP KESTER Defendant: Chase Home Finance, LLC Notice Of Joel E. Tingey 
Appearance Beth Smethers 
KESTER Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Joel E. Tingey 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Smethers, 
Beth (attorney for Chase Home Finance, LLC) 
Receipt number: 0043728 Dated: 9/22/2009 
Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: Chase Home 
Finance, LLC (defendant) 
9/23/2009 WRRT LYKE Writ Returned Joel E. Tingey 
LYKE Miscellaneous Payment: Writs Of Execution Paid Joel E. Tingey 
by: Smith, Driscoll Receipt number: 0043949 
Dated: 9/23/2009 Amount: $2.00 (Check) 
LYKE Writ Issued $30,262.35 Bonneville Joel E. Tingey 
9/30/2009 LYKE Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Joel E. Tingey 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP Receipt 
number: 0044869 Dated: 9/30/2009 Amount: 
$95.00 (Check) 
11/2/2009 WRTU WOOLF Writ returned, Unsatisfied Joel E. Tingey 
11/6/2009 MOTN LYKE Motion to Set Aside Default and Default Joel E. Tingey 
Judgment, and for Order Quashing Writ of 
Execution 
AFFD LYKE Affidavit of Nicole S. Dunn in Support of Motion to Joel E. Tingey 
Set Aside Default Judgment 
AFFD LYKE Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion to Set Joel E. Tingey 
Aside Default Judgment 
MEMO LYKE Memorandum in Support of Motion to Set Aside Joel E. Tingey 
Default Judgment 
NOTH LYKE Notice Of Hearing Re: Motion to Set Aside Joel E. Tingey 
Default (11/24/09@9:00AM) 
1112312009 NOTC DOOLITTL Notice of Non-Opposition Joel E. Tingey 
11/24/2009 ORDR SOUTHWIC Order on motion to set aside judgment Joel E. Tingey 
12/10/2009 ANSW KESTER Answer of Defendant Chase Home Finance, LLC Joel E. Tingey 
to Second Amended Complaint 
12/16/2009 ORDR SOUTHWIC Order for status conference Joel E. Tingey 
HRSC SOUTHWIC Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference Joel E. Tingey 
01/12/2010 08:30 AM) 
2 
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icial District Court - Bonneville Cou 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0000835 Current Judge: Joel E. Tingey 
Stonebrook Construction, LLC vs. Joshua Ashby, etal. 
User: SHULTS 
Stonebrook Construction, LLC vs. Joshua Ashby, Katrina Ashby, AmeriTitle, Inc., Chase Home Finance, LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
12/16/2009 STATUS SOUTHWIC Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk Joel E. Tingey 
action 
12/24/2009 NTOS KESTER Notice Of Service (First Set of Interrogatories, Joel E. Tingey 
Requests for Production of Documents, and 
Requests for Admission to Plaintiff Stonebrook 
Construction, LLC) 
1/12/2010 HRHD SOUTHWIC Hearing result for Status Conference held on Joel E. Tingey 
01/12/2010 08:30 AM: Hearing Held in 
chambers off record - no reporter present 
ORPT SOUTHWIC Order Setting Pretrial Conferenceltrial Joel E. Tingey 
HRSC SOUTHWIC Hearing Scheduled (Trial 09/28/2010 10:00 AM) Joel E. Tingey 
3 days 
STATUS SOUTHWIC Case Status Changed: Reopened Joel E. Tingey 
HRSC SOUTHWIC Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Joel E. Tingey 
09/14/2010 08:30 AM) 
1/21/2010 NTOS DOOLITTL Notice Of Service (Responses to Defendant Joel E. Tingey 
Chase Home Finance, LLC's 1st Set of 
Interrogatories, Requests for Production of 
Documents, and Requests for Admission to 
Plaintiff) 
3/8/2010 NTOS KESTER Notice Of Service (Plaintiffs First Set of Joel E. Tingey 
Interrogatories to Defendant Chase Home 
finance, LLC; Plaintiffs First Set of Requests for 
Production of Documents to Defendant Chase 
HOme Finance, LLC; and Plaintiff's First set of 
Rquests for Admission to Defendant Chas Home 
Finance, LLC) 
MOTN KESTER Motion to Amend Complaint Joel E. Tingey 
AMCO KESTER Third Amended Complaint Filed Joel E. Tingey 
NOTH KESTER Notice Of Hearing - 3/23/10 @ 9:00 a.m. Joel E. Tingey 
3/11/2010 HRSC SOUTHWIC Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/04/201009:00 Joel E. Tingey 
AM) mo s.j. 
3/1512010 NOTH DOOLITTL Notice Of Hearing 5-4-10 @ 9:00 a.m. Joel E. Tingey 
AFFD DOOLITTL Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Joel E. Tingey 
Defenda tchase Home Finance, LLC's Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
DOOLITTL Defendant Chase Home Finance, LLC's Joel E. Tingey 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
DOOLITTL Defendant Chase Home Finance, LLC's Motion Joel E. Tingey 
for Summary Judgment 
3/17/2010 MEMO KESTER Defendant Chase Home Finance, LLC's Joel E. Tingey 
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to 
Amend Complaint 
3/19/2010 BRIF LYKE Reply Brief Filed in Support of Motion t Amend Joel E. Tingey 
Complaint 
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Seve cial District Court - Bonneville Cou User: SHULTS 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0000835 Current Judge: Joel E. Tingey 
Stonebrook Construction, LLC vs. Joshua Ashby, etal. 
Stonebrook Construction, LLC vs. Joshua Ashby, Katrina Ashby, AmeriTitle, Inc., Chase Home Finance, LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
3/23/2010 DCHH SOUTHWIC District Court Hearing Held Joel E. Tingey 
Court Reporter: Jack Fuller 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 
MINE SOUTHWIC Minute Entry Joel E. Tingey 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 3/23/2010 
Time: 9:20 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: Marlene Southwick 
Tape Number: 
Party: Chase Home Finance, LLC, Attorney: Beth 
Smethers 
Party: Stonebrook Construction, LLC, Attorney: 
B.J. Driscoll 
3/25/2010 ORDR SOUTHWIC Order Granting Motion to amend complaint Joel E. Tingey 
4/12/2010 NOTC TBROWN Notice of Compliance Joel E. Tingey 
4/20/2010 BRIF ANDERSEN Brief in Opposition to Defendant Chase Home Joel E. Tingey 
Finance LLCs Motion for Summary Judgment 
AFFD ANDERSEN Affidavit of Tyler Schwendiman Joel E. Tingey 
4/27/2010 AFFD TBROWN Affidavit OF BETH SMETHERS IN SUPPORT OF Joel E. Tingey 
DEF CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
MEMO TBROWN DEF CHASE HOME FINANCE REPLY MEMO IN Joel E. Tingey 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUM JUDGMENT 
4/28/2010 ANSW LMESSICK Answer of Defendant Chase Home Finance, LLC Joel E. Tingey 
to Third Amended Complaint 
4/30/2010 NOTC LMESSICK Notice of Compliance Joel E. Tingey 
NOTC LMESSICK Notice of Compliance Joel E. Tingey 
5/4/2010 DCHH SOUTHWIC Hearing result for Motion held on 05/04/2010 Joel E. Tingey 
09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Jack Fuller 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: mo s.j. under 100 
MINE SOUTHWIC Minute Entry Joel E. Tingey 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 5/4/2010 
Time: 9:40 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: Marlene Southwick 
Tape Number: 
Party: Chase Home Finance, LLC, Attorney: Beth 
Smethers 
Party: Stonebrook Construction, LLC, Attorney: 
B.J. Driscoll 
5/11/2010 BRIF DOOLITIL Supplemental Brief Filed 4 Joel E. Tingey 
AFFD DOOLITTL Supplemental Affidavit of Tyler Schwendiman Joel E. Tingey 
Date: 10/14/2010 
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SO"tl,ntH ial District Court - Bonneville Cou 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0000835 Current Judge: Joel E. Tingey 
Stonebrook Construction, LLC VS. Joshua Ashby, etal. 
User: SHULTS 
Storiebrook Construction, LLC vs. Joshua Ashby, Katrina Ashby, AmeriTitle, Inc., Chase Home Finance, LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
5/14/2010 ORDR SOUTHWIC Memorandum Decision and Order (Chase's Joel E. Tingey 
motion SJ is granted) 
HRVC SOUTHWIC Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Joel E. Tingey 
09/14/201008:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 
HRVC SOUTHWIC Hearing result for Trial held on 09/28/2010 10:00 Joel E. Tingey 
AM: Hearing Vacated 3 days 
STATUS SOUTHWIC Case Status Changed: closed Joel E. Tingey 
AFFD TBROWN Supplmental Affd of Steve Schosberger in Joel E. Tingey 
Support of Def Chase Home Finance Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
TBROWN Def Chase Home Supplemental Brief in Support Joel E. Tingey 
of Motion for summary Judgment 
6/7/2010 JDMT SOUTHWIC Judgment - Notice and claim of Lien dated Joel E. Tingey 
8/08/08 recorded as Instrument No. 1308457, 
Recorder's Office of Bonneville County ID - is 
hereby discharge, exteinguished and void 
6/8/2010 LYKE Miscellaneous Payment: For Comparing And Joel E. Tingey 
Conforming A Prepared Record, Per Page Paid 
by: Hawley Troxell Receipt number: 0026494 
Dated: 6/8/2010 Amount: $1.50 (Check) 
LYKE Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Joel E. Tingey 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid by: 
Hawley Troxell Receipt number: 0026494 Dated: 
6/8/2010 Amount: $1.00 (Check) 
7/9/2010 APSC SOLIS Appealed To The Supreme Court Joel E. Tingey 
APSC SOLIS Notice Of Appeal Joel E. Tingey 
SOLIS Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Joel E. Tingey 
Supreme Court Paid by: Driscoll, B.J. (attorney 
for Stonebrook Construction, LLC) Receipt 
number: 0032664 Dated: 7/13/2010 Amount: 
$101.00 (Check) For: Stonebrook Construction, 
LLC (plaintiff) 
7/14/2010 BNDC SHULTS Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 32886 Dated Joel E. Tingey 
7/14/2010 for 100.00) $100.00 deposit for Clerk's 
Record on Appeal. 
STATUS SHULTS Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk Joel E. Tingey 
action 
3/9/2010 LYKE Miscellaneous Payment: For Comparing And Joel E. Tingey 
Conforming A Prepared Record, Per Page Paid 
by: Smith Driscoll Receipt number: 0037362 
Dated: 8/9/2010 Amount: $2.50 (Check) 
LYKE Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Joel E. Tingey 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid by: 
Smith Driscoll Receipt number: 0037362 Dated: 
8/9/2010 Amount: $1.00 (Check) 
10/4/2010 SHULTS A.C. Acknowledgment of Clerk's Certificate of Joel E. Tingey 
Appeal 
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Seve icial District Court - Bonneville 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0000835 Current Judge: Joel E. Tingey 
Stonebrook Construction, LLC VS. Joshua Ashby, etal. 
User: SHULTS 
Stonebrook Construction, LLC VS. Joshua Ashby, Katrina Ashby, AmeriTitle, Inc., Chase Home Finance, LLC 
Date Code User 
10/4/2010 SHULTS 
10/13/2010 SHULTS 
Docket # 37868-2010 
Due Date? 
District Court Clerk's Motion for Extension of 
Time to File Record. 
6 
Judge 
Joel E. Tingey 
Joel E. Tingey 
HON. JOEL E. TINGEY 
B. 1. Driscoll, Esq. ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Email: bjd@eidaholaw.com 
Attorneys for Stonebrook Construction, LLC 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, c-
Case No. CV-09- &3-.S 
Plaintiff, 
v. COMPLAINT 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, Fee Category A: $88.00 
husband and wife; AMERITITLE INC., dba 
AmeriTitle; and FIRST HORIZON HOME 
LOANS, a division of First Tennessee Bank, 
N.A.; 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW plaintiff, Stonebrook Construction, LLC ("Stonebrook"), and as 
and for a cause of action against the defendants states, alleges, and avers as follows: 
1. Stonebrook Construction, LLC is an Idaho Limited Liability Company. 
See Instrument No. W59168, Secretary of State, Idaho. 
2. Defendants, Joshua and Katrina Ashby ("Ashby"), are and at all times 
relevant hereto were, individuals residing in Bonneville County, Idaho. 
COMPLAINT - Page 1 7 
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3. Defendant, AmeriTitle, Inc, dba AmeriTitle ("AmeriTitle"), is a foreign 
corporation registered to do business in the State of Idaho. 
4. Defendant, First Horizon Home Loans ("First Horizon") is a division of 
First Tennessee Bank, N.A. First Tennessee Bank, N.A. is a foreign corporation and/or a 
national banking association. 
5. Stonebrook Construction has the right to "set forth two or more statements 
of a claim ... alternatively or hypothetically." See I.R.C.P. 8(e)(2) and Idaho Code 
Section 5-335. 
6. Stonebrook Construction respectfully "sets forth" or alleges the following 
claims for relief: 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.1 
a. Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby contracted to purchase labor and 
materials from Stonebrook Construction. 
b. The current balance due on the contract is $20,077.54, effective August 8, 
2008. 
c. The foregoing amount accrues interest at the rate of twelve (12%) percent 
per annum in accordance with the terms and conditions ofthe account; in 
the alternative, the foregoing amount accrues interest at the rate of twelve 
(12%) percent per annum in accordance with the terms and conditions of 
the applicable invoices; in the alternative, the foregoing amount accrues 
interest at the rate of 12.0 percent per annum in accordance with Idaho 
Code Section 28-22-104. 
d. The foregoing amount is past due, as a result, Ashby is in default. 
8 COMPLAINT - Page 2 
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e. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of breach of contract, including, without limitation, 
express contract and contract implied in fact. 
f. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of quasi contract, including, without limitation, 
constructive contract and contract in law. 
g. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of urljust enrichment. 
h. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of quantum meruit. 
1. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of estoppel, including, without limitation, equitable 
estoppel. 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.2 
a. Stonebrook Construction "performed labor upon, [and] furnish [ ed] 
materials to be used in the construction, alteration, or repair of [a] ... 
building ... or other structure." See Idaho Code Section 45-501. 
b. EXHIBIT A, attached hereto, is the legal description of the "land upon 
which or in connection with which ... [the] building, improvement, or 
structure was constructed, together with a convenient space about the 
same or so much as may be required for the convenient use and 
occupation thereof." See Idaho Code Section 45-505. 
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c. Stone brook Construction furnished the labor and materials from 
November 15,2007, to June 5, 2008. 
d. Stonebrook Construction furnished the labor and materials "at the instance 
of the owner of the building or other improvement or his agent." See 
Idaho Code Section 45-501. 
e. Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby are the "owners of the building or other 
improvement. " 
f. The following is the amount of the "demand" of Stonebrook Construction, 
"after deducting all just credits and offsets": $20,077.54, effective August 
8,2008, excluding interest, costs, and attorney's fees. See Idaho Code 
Section 45-507(3)(a). 
g. The rights and remedies of Stonebrook Construction against Ashby are 
cumulative and non-exclusive. See Idaho Code Section 45-515. 
h. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of breach of contract, including, without limitation, 
express contract and contract implied in fact. 
1. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of quasi contract, including, without limitation, 
constructive contract and contract in law. 
J. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of unjust enrichment. 
k. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of quantum meruit. 
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1. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of estoppel, including, without limitation, equitable 
estoppel. 
m. Finally, Stonebrook Construction "has a lien upon the same for the work 
or labor done [and]. .. materials furnished." See Idaho Code Section 45-
501. In this regard, please note the following: 
1. Stone brook Construction has a lien upon the "building ... 
or other structure" and the "land upon which or in connection with which . 
. . [the] building, improvement, or structure is constructed, together with a 
convenient space about the same or so much as may be required for the 
convenient use and occupation thereof' to secure the payment of the 
foregoing invoices. See Idaho Code Section 45-501 and Idaho Code 
Section 45-505. 
2. Stonebrook Construction recorded a claim of lien against the 
foregoing building and land in accordance with Idaho Code 
Section 45-507(2) on August 8, 2008. See NOTICE AND CLAIM 
OF LIEN, dated August 8, 2008, Instrument No. 1308457, 
Bonneville County, Idaho. In this regard, the date of "completion 
of the ... furnishing of materials" was June 5, 2008. 
3. Stone brook Construction served a "true and correct copy of the 
claim of lien" on Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby "by mailing a 
copy thereof by certified mail to the owner or reputed owner at his 
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last known address" on or about August 8, 2008. See Idaho Code 
Section 45-507(5). 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.3 
a. Stone brook Construction recorded a claim of lien against the building and 
land on EXHIBIT A in accordance with Idaho Code Section 45-507(2) on 
August 8, 2008. See Instrument No. 1308457, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
b. The court must determine the validity of the claim of lien and "declare the 
rank of each lien or class of liens" in accordance with Idaho Code Section 
45-512. 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.4 
a. Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby executed a deed of trust against the real 
property on EXHIBIT A. See Instrument No. 1301656, recorded June 4, 
2008, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
b. AmeriTitle is the trustee of the deed of trust. 
c. First Horizon is the beneficiary of the deed of trust. 
d. Based on the foregoing deed oftrust, AmeriTitle and First Horizon have 
or otherwise claim some right, title, or interest in the real property on 
EXHIBIT A. 
e. The deed of trust is junior and inferior to the claim of lien of Stonebrook 
Construction because it "attached subsequent to the time when the 
building, improvement, or structure was commenced ... or materials ... 
were commenced to be furnished." See Idaho Code Section 45-506. 
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Again, Stone brook Construction furnished the materials from November 
15,2008, to June 5, 2008. 
f. As a result, the claim of lien of Stonebrook Construction is senior and 
superior to the right, title, and interest of AmeriTitle, and First Horizon in 
the real propeliy on EXHIBIT A. 
7. Stonebrook Construction has retained the services ofB. J. Driscoll, 
attorney at law, to represent it in this case. 
8. Stonebrook Construction has the right to recover the costs and attorney's 
fees that it incurs in this case in accordance with I.R. C.P. 54, Idaho Code Section 12-120, 
Idaho Code Section 12-121, Idaho Code Section 45-513, the terms and conditions of the 
contract between Ashby and Stonebrook Construction. 
REQUEST FOR RELIEF 
Stone brook Construction respectfully requests the following relief against the 
Defendants: 
1. Judgment for $20,077.54 against Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby, for the 
balance of their account, effective August 8, 2008, plus interest thereon. 
2. With respect to the building and land on EXHIBIT A: 
a. Foreclosure of the claim oflien of Stonebrook Construction for 
$20,077.54, plus interest thereon. 
b. Foreclosure of the claim oflien against the right, title, and interest 
of Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby, First Horizon, and AmeriTitle. 
c. Foreclosure of the claim of lien of Stonebrook Construction 
against the right, title, and interest of any third party or other person in the foregoing 
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building and land whose right, title, and interest did not appear of record in the records of 
Bonneville County, Idaho, on or before February 4, 2009, including, without limitation, 
any lessee, tenant, or other occupant or party in possession of the foregoing building and 
land. 
d A determination or declaration regarding the validity of the claim 
of lien of Stone brook Construction. 
e A determination or declaration regarding the rank of the claim of 
lien of Stone brook Construction. 
3. Costs and attorney's fees; in this regard, Stonebrook Construction is 
"seeking attorney fees and the dollar amount thereof in case judgment is entered by 
default" is $6,691.84. See I.R.c.P. S4(e)(4). 
4. Any other relief, legal or equitable, to which Stone brook Construction has 
any right or entitlement. 
DATED this L day of February, 2009. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
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EXHIBIT A 
Division 11 Block 15 Lot 22 of St. Clair Estates, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
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B. J. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Email: bjd@eidaholaw.com 
Attorneys for Stone brook Construction, LLC 
: 1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Case No. CV-09-835 
Plaintiff, 
v. AMENDED COMPLAINT 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, Fee Category A: $88.00 
husband and wife; AMERITITLE INC., dba 
AmeriTitle; and CHASE HOME FINANCE, 
LLC; 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW plaintiff, Stonebrook Construction, LLC ("Stonebrook"), and as 
and for a cause of action against the defendants states, alleges, and avers as follows: 
1. Stonebrook Construction, LLC is an Idaho Limited Liability Company. 
See Instrument No. W59168, Secretary of State, Idaho. 
2. Defendants, Joshua and Katrina Ashby ("Ashby"), are and at all times 
relevant hereto were, individuals residing in BOlmeville County, Idaho. 
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3. Detendant, AmeriTitle, Inc, dba AmeriTitle ("AmeriTitle"), is a foreign 
corporation registered to do business in the State of Idaho. 
4. Defendant, Chase Home Finance, LLC ("Chase Home Finance") is a 
foreign limited liability company and a successor beneficiary to First Horizon Home 
Loans, which is a division of First Tennessee Bank, N.A. 
5. Stonebrook Construction has the right to "set forth two or more statements 
ofa claim ... alternatively or hypothetically." See LR.C.P. 8(e)(2) and Idaho Code 
Section 5-335. 
6. Stone brook Construction respectfully "sets forth" or alleges the following 
claims for relief: 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.1 
a. Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby contracted to purchase labor and 
materials from Stone brook Construction. 
b. The current balance due on the contract is $20,077.54, effective August 8, 
2008. 
c. The foregoing amount accrues interest at the rate oftwelve (12%) percent 
per annum in accordance with the terms and conditions of the account; in 
the alternative, the foregoing amount accrues interest at the rate of twelve 
(12%) percent per ammm in accordance with the terms and conditions of 
the applicable invoices; in the alternative, the foregoing amount accrues 
interest at the rate of 12.0 percent per annum in accordance with Idaho 
Code Section 28-22-104. 
d. The foregoing amount is past due, as a result, Ashby is in default. 
17 
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e. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of breach of contract, including, without limitation, 
express contract and contract implied in fact. 
f. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of quasi contract, including, without limitation, 
constructive contract and contract in law. 
g. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of unjust enrichment. 
h. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of quantum meruit. 
1. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of estoppel, including, without limitation, equitable 
estoppel. 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.2 
a. Stonebrook Construction "performed labor upon, [and] furnish[ ed] 
materials to be used in the construction, alteration, or repair of [a] ... 
building ... or other structure." See Idaho Code Section 45-501. 
b. EXHIBIT A, attached hereto, is the legal description of the "land upon 
which or in connection with which ... [the] building, improvement, or 
structure was constructed, together with a convenient space about the 
same or so much as may be required for the convenient use and 
occupation thereof." See Idaho Code Section 45-505. 
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c. Stonebrook Construction furnished the labor and materials from 
November 15,2007, to June 5, 2008. 
d. Stonebrook Construction furnished the labor and materials "at the instance 
of the owner of the building or other improvement or his agent." See 
Idaho Code Section 45-501. 
e. Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby are the "owners of the building or other 
improvement. " 
f. The following is the amount of the "demand" of Stonebrook Construction, 
"after deducting all just credits and offsets": $20,077.54, effective August 
8,2008, excluding interest, costs, and attorney's fees. See Idaho Code 
Section 45-507(3)(a). 
g. The rights and remedies of Stonebrook Construction against Ashby are 
cumulative and non-exclusive. See Idaho Code Section 45-515. 
h. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of breach of contract, including, without limitation, 
express contract and contract implied in fact. 
1. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of quasi contract, including, without limitation, 
constructive contract and contract in law. 
J. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of unjust emichment. 
k. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of quantum meruit. 
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1. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.S4, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of estoppel, including, without limitation, equitable 
estoppel. 
m. Finally, Stonebrook Construction "has a lien upon the same for the work 
or labor done [and]. .. materials furnished." See Idaho Code Section 4S-
SOL In this regard, please note the following: 
1. Stonebrook Construction has a lien upon the "building ... 
or other structure" and the "land upon which or in connection with which . 
. . [the] building, improvement, or structure is constructed, together with a 
convenient space about the same or so much as may be required for the 
convenient use and occupation thereof" to secure the payment of the 
foregoing invoices. See Idaho Code Section 4S-S0 1 and Idaho Code 
Section 4S-S0S. 
2. Stonebrook Construction recorded a claim of lien against the 
foregoing building and land in accordance with Idaho Code 
Section 45-507(2) on August 8, 2008. See NOTICE AND CLAIM 
OF LIEN, dated August 8, 2008, Instrument No. 1308457, 
Bonneville County, Idaho. In this regard, the date of "completion 
of the ... furnishing of materials" was June 5, 2008. 
3. Stone brook Construction served a "true and correct copy of the 
claim of lien" on Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby "by mailing a 
copy thereof by certified mail to the owner or reputed owner at his 
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last known address" on or about August 8, 2008. See Idaho Code 
Section 45-507(5). 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.3 
a. Stonebrook Construction recorded a claim of lien against the building and 
land on EXHIBIT A in accordance with Idaho Code Section 45-507(2) on 
August 8, 2008. See Instrument No. 1308457, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
b. The comi must determine the validity of the claim oflien and "declare the 
rank of each lien or class of liens" in accordance with Idaho Code Section 
45-512. 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.4 
a. Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby executed a deed of trust against the real 
property on EXHIBIT A. See Instrument No. 1301656, recorded June 4, 
2008, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
b. AmeriTitle is the trustee of the deed of trust. 
c. Chase Home Finance is the successor beneficiary of the deed of trust. 
d. Based on the foregoing deed of trust, AmeriTitle and Chase Home Finance 
have or otherwise claim some right, title, or interest in the real property on 
EXHIBIT A. 
e. The deed of trust is junior and inferior to the claim of lien of Stonebrook 
Construction because it "attached subsequent to the time when the 
building, improvement, or structure was commenced ... or materials ... 
were commenced to be furnished." See Idaho Code Section 45-506. 
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Again, Stonebrook Construction furnished the materials from November 
15, 2008, to June 5, 2008. 
f. As a result, the claim of lien of Stonebrook Construction is senior and 
superior to the right, title, and interest of AmeriTitle, and Chase Home 
Finance in the real property on EXHIBIT A. 
7. Stonebrook Construction has retained the services ofB. J. Driscoll, 
attorney at law, to represent it in this case. 
8. Stonebrook Construction has the right to recover the costs and attorney's 
fees that it incurs in this case in accordance with LR. C.P. 54, Idaho Code Section 12-120, 
Idaho Code Section 12-121, Idaho Code Section 45-513, the terms and conditions of the 
contract between Ashby and Stone brook Construction. 
REQUEST FOR RELIEF 
Stonebrook Construction respectfully requests the following relief against the 
Defendants: 
1. Judgment for $20,077.54 against Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby, for the 
balance of their account, effective August 8, 2008, plus interest thereon. 
2. With respect to the building and land on EXHIBIT A: 
a. Foreclosure of the claim oflien of Stone brook Construction for 
$20,077.54, plus interest thereon. 
b. Foreclosure of the claim of lien against the right, title, and interest 
of Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby, Chase Home Finance, and AmeriTitle. 
c. Foreclosure of the claim oflien of Stone brook Construction 
against the right, title, and interest of any third party or other person in the foregoing 
22 
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building and land whose right, title, and interest did not appear of record in the records of 
Bonneville County, Idaho, on or before February 4,2009, including, without limitation, 
any lessee, tenant, or other occupant or party in possession of the foregoing building and 
land. 
d A determination or declaration regarding the validity of the claim 
of lien of Stonebrook Construction. 
e A determination or declaration regarding the rank of the claim of 
lien of Stonebrook Construction. 
3. Costs and attorney's fees; in this regard, Stonebrook Construction is 
"seeking attorney fees and the dollar amount thereof in case judgment is entered by 
default" is $6,691.84. See I.R.C.P. S4(e)(4). 
4. Any other relief, legal or equitable, to which Stonebrook Construction has 
any right or entitlement. 
----~ 
DATED this /5 day of April, 2009. 
I 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
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EXHIBIT A 
Division 11 Block 15 Lot 22 of St. Clair Estates, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
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B. 1. Driscoll, Esq. ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Email: bjd@eidaholaw.com 
Attorneys for Stonebrook Construction, LLC 
; ; 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, 
husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE & 
ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME 
FINANCE, LLC; 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-09-835 
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 
COMES NOW plaintiff, Stonebrook Construction, LLC ("Stonebrook"), and as 
and for a cause of action against the defendants states, alleges, and avers as follows: 
1. Stone brook Construction, LLC is an Idaho Limited Liability Company. 
See Instrument No. W59168, Secretary of State, Idaho. 
2. Defendants, Joshua and Katrina Ashby ("Ashby"), are and at all times 
relevant hereto were, individuals residing in Bonneville County, Idaho. 
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3. Defendant, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance"), is a foreign 
corporation registered to do business in the State of Idaho. 
4. Defendant, Chase Home Finance, LLC ("Chase Home Finance") is a 
foreign limited liability company and a successor beneficiary to First Horizon Home 
Loans, which is a division of First Tennessee Bank, N.A. 
5. Stonebrook Construction has the right to "set forth two or more statements 
of a claim ... alternatively or hypothetically." See I.R.c.P. 8(e)(2) and Idaho Code 
Section 5-335. 
6. Stonebrook Construction respectfully "sets forth" or alleges the following 
claims for relief: 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.1 
a. Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby contracted to purchase labor and 
materials from Stonebrook Construction. 
b. The current balance due on the contract is $20,077.54, effective August 8, 
2008. 
c. The foregoing amount accrues interest at the rate of twelve (12%) percent 
per annum in accordance with the terms and conditions of the account; in 
the alternative, the foregoing amount accrues interest at the rate of twelve 
(12%) percent per alliUm in accordance with the terms and conditions of 
the applicable invoices; in the alternative, the foregoing amount accrues 
interest at the rate of 12.0 percent per alliUm in accordance with Idaho 
Code Section 28-22-104. 
d. The foregoing amount is past due, as a result, Ashby is in default. 
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e. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of breach of contract, including, without limitation, 
express contract and contract implied in fact. 
f. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of quasi contract, including, without limitation, 
constructive contract and contract in law. 
g. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of unjust enrichment. 
h. Ashby is liable to Stone brook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest 
based on the doctrine of quantum meruit. 
1. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of estoppel, including, without limitation, equitable 
estoppel. 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.2 
a. Stonebrook Construction "performed labor upon, [and] furnish[ ed] 
materials to be used in the construction, alteration, or repair of [ a] ... 
building ... or other structure." See Idaho Code Section 45-50l. 
b. EXHIBIT A, attached hereto, is the legal description of the "land upon 
which or in connection with which ... [the] building, improvement, or 
structure was constructed, together with a convenient space about the 
same or so much as may be required for the convenient use and 
occupation thereof." See Idaho Code Section 45-505. 
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c. Stonebrook Construction furnished the labor and materials from 
November 15,2007, to June 5, 2008. 
d. Stonebrook Construction furnished the labor and materials "at the instance 
of the owner of the building or other improvement or his agent." See 
Idaho Code Section 45-501. 
e. Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby are the "owners of the building or other 
improvement. " 
f. The following is the amOlmt of the "demand" of Stonebrook Construction, 
"after deducting all just credits and offsets": $20,077.54, effective August 
8,2008, excluding interest, costs, and attorney's fees. See Idaho Code 
Section 45-507(3)(a). 
g. The rights and remedies of Stone brook Construction against Ashby are 
cumulative and non-exclusive. See Idaho Code Section 45-515. 
h. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of breach of contract, including, without limitation, 
express contract and contract implied in fact. 
1. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of quasi contract, including, without limitation, 
constructive contract and contract in law. 
J. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of unjust emichment. 
k. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of quantum meruit. 
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1. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $20,077.54, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of estoppel, including, without limitation, equitable 
estoppel. 
m. Finally, Stonebrook Construction "has a lien upon the same for the work 
or labor done [and]. .. materials furnished." See Idaho Code Section 45-
501. In this regard, please note the following: 
1. Stonebrook Construction has a lien upon the "building ... 
or other structure" and the "land upon which or in connection with which . 
. . [the] building, improvement, or structure is constructed, together w-ith a 
convenient space about the same or so much as may be required for the 
convenient use and occupation thereof' to secure the payment of the 
foregoing invoices. See Idaho Code Section 45-501 and Idaho Code 
Section 45-505. 
2. Stonebrook Construction recorded a claim of lien against the 
foregoing building and land in accordance with Idaho Code 
Section 45-507(2) on August 8, 2008. See NOTICE AND CLAIM 
OF LIEN, dated August 8, 2008, Instrument No. 1308457, 
Bonneville County, Idaho. In this regard, the date of "completion 
of the ... furnishing of materials" was June 5, 2008. 
3. Stonebrook Construction served a "true and correct copy of the 
claim of lien" on Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby "by mailing a 
copy thereof by certified mail to the owner or reputed owner at his 
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last known address" on or about August 8, 2008. See Idaho Code 
Section 45-507(5). 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.3 
a. Stonebrook Construction recorded a claim of lien against the building and 
land on EXHIBIT A in accordance with Idaho Code Section 45-507(2) on 
August 8, 2008. See Instrument No. 1308457, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
b. The cOUli must determine the validity of the claim of lien and "declare the 
rank of each lien or class ofliens" in accordance with Idaho Code Section 
45-512. 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.4 
a. Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby executed a deed of trust against the real 
property on EXHIBIT A. See Instrument No. 1301656, recorded June 4, 
2008, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
b. Alliance is the successor trustee of the deed of trust. 
c. Chase Home Finance is the successor beneficiary of the deed of trust. 
d. Based on the foregoing deed of trust, Alliance and Chase Home Finance, 
or their successors or assigns, have or otherwise claim some right, title, or 
interest in the real property on EXHIBIT A. 
e. The deed of trust is junior and inferior to the claim of lien of Stonebrook 
Construction because it "attached subsequent to the time when the 
building, improvement, or structure was commenced ... or materials ... 
were commenced to be furnished." See Idaho Code Section 45-506. 
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Again, Stonebrook Construction furnished the materials from November 
15, 2008, to June 5, 2008. 
f. As a result, the claim of lien of Stonebrook Construction is senior and 
superior to the right, title, and interest of Alliance, and Chase Home 
Finance, and their successors or assigns in the real property on EXHIBIT 
A. 
7. Stone brook Construction has retained the services of B. J. Driscoll, 
attorney at law, to represent it in this case. 
8. Stonebrook Construction has the right to recover the costs and attorney's 
fees that it incurs in this case in accordance with I.R.c.P. 54, Idaho Code Section 12-120, 
Idaho Code Section 12-121, Idaho Code Section 45-513, the terms and conditions of the 
contract between Ashby and Stonebrook Construction. 
REQUEST FOR RELIEF 
Stonebrook Construction respectfully requests the following relief against the 
Defendants: 
1. Judgment for $20,077.54 against Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby, for the 
balance of their account, effective August 8, 2008, plus interest thereon. 
2. With respect to the building and land on EXHIBIT A: 
a. Foreclosure of the claim oflien of Stonebrook Construction for 
$20,077.54, plus interest thereon. 
b. Foreclosure of the claim of lien against the right, title, and interest 
of Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby, Chase Home Finance, and Alliance, and their 
successors or aSSIgns. 
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c. Foreclosure of the claim of lien of Stonebrook Construction 
against the right, title, and interest of any third party or other person in the foregoing 
building and land whose right, title, and interest did not appear of record in the records of 
Bonneville County, Idaho, on or before February 4,2009, including, without limitation, 
any lessee, tenant, or other occupant or party in possession of the foregoing building and 
land. 
d A determination or declaration regarding the validity of the claim 
of lien of Stonebrook Construction. 
e A determination or declaration regarding the rank of the claim of 
lien of Stone brook Construction. 
3. Costs and attorney's fees; in this regard, Stonebrook Construction is 
"seeking attorney fees and the dollar amount thereof in case judgment is entered by 
default" is $6,69l.84. See I.R.C.P. S4(e)(4). 
4. Any other reliet~ legal or equitable, to which Stonebrook Construction has 
any right or entitlement. 
DA TED this II day of May, 2009. 
I 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
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EXHIBIT A 
Division 11 Block 15 Lot 22 of St. Clair Estates, BOill1eville County, Idaho. 
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B.1. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Email: bjd@eidaholaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff, 
Stonebrook Construction, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, 
husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE & 
ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME 
FINANCE, LLC; 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV -09-835 
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION 
UPON READING and filing the Affidavit of B. J. Driscoll, and it satisfactorily 
appearing therefrom to me that the defendant, CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC, cannot 
after due diligence be found in the State of Idaho; and it also appearing from the Second 
Amended Complaint that a good cause of action exists in favor of the plaintiff therein and 
against the said defendant, and that the said defendant is a necessary and proper party to said 
action; and it further appearing that a Summons has been duly issued out of said court in this 
action, and that personal service of same cmmot be made upon said defendant for the 
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION - Page 1 
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AlO 
reasons herein before contained, and by said Affidavit made to appear; on motion of B. 1. 
Driscoll, attorney for plaintiff, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the service of Summons in this action may be 
made upon the defendant by publication thereof in The Post Register, a newspaper 
published in Idaho Falls, Idaho, hereby designated as the newspaper most likely to give 
notice to said defendant; that said publication be made at least once a week for four weeks. 
MADE AND ENTERED this 7--L.-aay of June, 2009. 
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION - Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of 
and with my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho, and that on theA-2 day of June, 2009, I served 
a true and correct copy of the following described document on the following by U.S. 
Mail, postage prepaid thereon. 
Document Served: 
Served: 
[ ] Mail [ vr Hand Delivery 0 (j./tj 
[ ] Facsimile 
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION - Page 3 
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. 
Smith, Driscoll & Associates, PLLC 
P. O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By: mY 
Deputy Clerk 
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State of Idaho 
County of Bonneville 
Proof of Publication 
The Post Register 
9 AUG 1 3 P 4 :02 
I, BmrlVIOore, or Joanna Hibbert, flrst being duly sworn, depose and say: 
That I am the Operations Manager, or Production Supervisor of The Post Company, 
a corporation of Idaho Falls, Bonneville County, Idaho, publishers of The Post 
Register, a newspaper of general circulation, published daily at Idaho Falls, Idaho; 
said Post Register being a consolidation of the Idaho Falls Times, established in the 
year 1890, The Idaho Register, established in the year 1880 and the Idaho Falls Post, 
established in 1903, such consolidation being made on the First day of November, 
1931, and each of said newspapers have been published continuously and 
uninterruptedly, prior to consolidation, for more than twelve consecutive months and 
said Post Register having been published continuously and uninterruptedly from the 
date of such consolidation, up to and including the last publication of notice 
hereinafter referred to. 
That the notice, of which a copy is hereto attached and made a part of this 
affidavit, was published in said Post Register for 4 consecutive (days) weeks, first 
publication having been made on the 7TH day of JULY 2009, last publication 
having been made on the 28TH day of JULY at the said notice was published in the 
regular and entire issue of said paper on the respective dates of publication, and that 
such notice was published in the newspap~= en .. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me, 
ary Public 
My commission expires January 10, 2015 
Credit 
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B. J. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Email: bjd@eidaholaw.com 
Attorneys for Stonebrook Construction, LLC 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff, 
Case No. CV -09-835 
p 
v. ORDER FOR DEFAULT ENTRY 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, 
husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE & 
ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME 
FINANCE, LLC; 
Defendants. 
That the Plaintiff, Stonebrook Construction, LLC, by its attorneys of record, having 
moved this Court for a determination and entry of default and judgment against the above-
entitled Defendants, JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, husband and wife, 
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., and CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC, and the 
Court having reviewed the Court's file and all of the pleadings therein, the COUl1 makes the 
following findings: 
That the said Defendants, JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, husband and 
ORDER FOR DEFAULT ENTRY- Page 1 
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wife, were duly and regularly served with process pursuant to Rule 4 of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure, as shown by the Affidavit of Service on file herein; 
That the said Defendant, ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., has 
acknowledged service of process pursuant to Rule 4 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, 
as shown by the Acknowledgment of Service on file herein; 
That the said Defendants, CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC, was duly and regularly 
served with process pursuant to Rule 4 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, as shown by 
the Proof of Publication on file herein; 
That the time prescribed by Rule 4 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for 
appearance and answer or other pleading by the said Defendants has elapsed without the 
Defendants' appearance or filing a pleading of any nature whatsoever; 
That the Plaintiff s Second Amended Complaint is deemed admitted pursuant to 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 8( d), for failure to respond by the Defendants; 
Based upon the above findings, it is hereby: 
ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, 
ADJUDGE AND DECREE that the Default of the said Defendants, be, and hereby is, 
determined and adjudged, and the Clerk is directed to enter the default of record in this 
action. 
DATED tIns li day of August, 2009. 
ORDER FOR DEFAULT ENTRY- Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am the Clerk of the above-entitled court, and that on the ~G 
day of August, 2009 I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER F R 
DEFAULT ENTRY on the persons listed below by mailing, with the correct postage 
thereon, or by causing the same to be hand delivered. 
Persons served: 
B. 1. Driscoll, Esq. 
Smith, Driscoll & Associates, PLLC 
P. O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0731 
Joshua Ashby 
Katrina Ashby 
1944 Lexington 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. 
380 E. Park Center Blvd., Suite #105 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Clerk 
ORDER FOR DEFAULT ENTRY- Page 3 
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B. 1. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Email: bjd@eidaholaw.com 
Attorneys for Stonebrook Construction, LLC 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, 
husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE & 
ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME 
FINANCE, LLC; 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-09-835 
DEFAULT 
IN THIS ACTION, the defendants, JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, 
husband and wife, ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., and CHASE HOME 
FINANCE, LLC, having been regularly served with process or acknowledged service or 
been served by publication, and having failed to appear or file a responsive pleading to 
Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint on file herein, and the time allowed by law for 
filing a responsive pleading having expired, upon application of Smith, Driscoll & 
DEFAULT- Page 1 
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Associates, PLLC, attorneys for the plaintiff, the default of the said defendants are hereby 
duly entered according to law. 
DATED this ~ day of August, 2009. 
DEFAULT- Page 2 
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B. 1. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Email: bjd@eidaholaw.com 
Attorneys for Stone brook Construction, LLC 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, 
husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE & 
ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME 
FINANCE, LLC; 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-09-835 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT AND 
DECREE OF FORECLOSURE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC duly filed an APPLICATION FOR 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT on August 25, 2009. Based on the applicable law and good cause 
appearing therefore, the court hereby enters the following JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
FORECLOSURE: 
JUDGMENT 
The court hereby enters the following JUDGMENT against Defendants, JOSHUA 
ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, husband and wife: 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF FORECLOSURE-Pagb 1 
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1. $20,077.54 for the principal balance due from JOSHUA ASHBY and 
KATRINA ASHBY, effective June 5, 2008; and 
2. $2,943.97 for interest on the balance of the account from June 5, 2008 to 
August 25, 2009; and 
3. $547.00 for costs as a matter ofright; and 
4. $6,691.84 for attorney's fees; 
For a total JUDGMENT in the amount of $30,260.35. 
DECREE OF FORECLOSURE 
With respect to the real property on EXHIBIT A: 
1. Stonebrook Construction, LLC duly recorded a CLAIM OF LIEN against 
the real property on EXHIBIT A. See NOTICE AND CLAIM OF LIEN, recorded August 
8, 2008, Instrument No. 1308457, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
2. The court hereby concludes that the real property on EXHIBIT A is subject 
to the foregoing CLAIM OF LIEN, including, without limitation, any and all fixtures, 
improvements, and appurtenances that relate or otherwise pertain thereto. See Idaho Code 
Section 45-501 and Idaho Code Section 45-505. 
3. In addition, the court hereby concludes or detennines that the real property 
on EXHIBIT A is the "land upon which or in connection with which ... [the] building, 
improvement, or structure [was] constructed" and that the real property on EXHIBIT A is a 
"convenient space about the same" and is "required for the convenient use and occupation 
thereof." See Idaho Code Section 45-505. 
4. Thus, the court hereby forecloses the foregoing CLAIM OF LIEN against 
the real property on EXHIBIT A. In this regard: 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF FORECLOSURE- Page 2 
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a. The court hereby forecloses the CLAIM OF LIEN against the right, 
title, and interest of Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby, husband and wife, Alliance Title & 
Escrow Corp., and Chase Home Finance, LLC. 
b. In addition, the court hereby forecloses the foregoing CLAIM OF 
LIEN against the right, title, and interest of any third party or other person in the real 
property on EXHIBIT A whose right, title, and interest did not appear of record in the 
records of BOlmeville County, Idaho, effective February 18, 2009, including, without 
limitation, any lessee, tenant, or other occupant or party in possession thereof. See 
LITIGATION GUARANTEE, Schedule A, effective February 18,2009. 
5. The court hereby orders the Sheriff of Bonneville County, Idaho, to sell the 
real property on EXHIBIT A and to apply the proceeds thereof to the following: 
a. The expenses of the sale; and 
b. The total amount of the JUDGMENT, above, plus interest and costs 
thereon. 
6. Finally, the total anlount of the JUDGMENT, above, shall accrue interest at 
the rate of 5.625 percent per annum from the date of entry hereof until paid in full in 
accordance with Idaho Code Section 28-22-104(2). 
DATED this --=-=-day of August, 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that I am the Clerk of the above-entitled court, and that on the c:2.-~ 
day of August, 2009 I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing DEFAULT 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF FORECLOSURE on the persons listed below by 
mailing, with the correct postage thereon, or by causing the same to be hand delivered. 
Persons served: 
B. 1. Driscoll, Esq. 
Smith, Driscoll & Associates, PLLC 
P. O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0731 
Joshua Ashby 
Katrina Ashby 
1944 Lexington 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. 
380 E. Park Center Blvd., Suite #105 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
( ) Hand (~ail 
Clerk 
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B.1. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Email: bjd@eidaholaw.com 
Attorneys for Stonebrook Construction, LLC 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, 
husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE & 
ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME 
FINANCE, LLC; 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-09-835 
AMENDED DEF AUL T JUDGMENT 
AND DECREE OF FORECLOSURE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC duly filed an APPLICATION FOR 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT on August 25, 2009. Based on the applicable law and good cause 
appearing therefore, the court hereby enters the following AMENDED DEFAULT 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF FORECLOSURE: 
AMENDED JUDGMENT 
The court hereby enters the following AMENDED 
Defendants, JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, husband and wife: 
AMENDED DEFAULT JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF FORECLOSURE-Page 1 
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1. $20,077.54 for the principal balance due from JOSHUA ASHBY and 
KATRINA ASHBY, effective June 5, 2008; and 
2. $2,943.97 for interest on the balance of the account from June 5, 2008 to 
August 25, 2009; and 
3. $547.00 for costs as a matter of right; and 
4. $6,691.84 for attorney's fees; 
For a total AMENDED JUDGMENT in the amount of $30,260.35. 
AMENDED DECREE OF FORECLOSURE 
With respect to the real property identified in EXHIBIT A attached hereto: 
1. Stonebrook Construction, LLC duly recorded a CLAIM OF LIEN against 
the real property on EXHIBIT A. See NOTICE AND CLAIM OF LIEN, recorded August 
8,2008, Instrument No. 1308457, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
2. The cOUli hereby concludes that the real property on EXHIBIT A is subject 
to the foregoing CLAIM OF LIEN, including, without limitation, any and all fixtures, 
improvements, and appurtenances that relate or otherwise pertain thereto. See Idaho Code 
Section 45-501 and Idaho Code Section 45-505. 
3. In addition, the cOUli hereby concludes or determines that the real property 
on EXHIBIT A is the "land upon which or in cOlmection with which ... [the] building, 
improvement, or structure [was] constructed" and that the real property on EXHIBIT A is a 
"convenient space about the same" and is "required for the convenient use and occupation 
thereof." See Idaho Code Section 45-505. 
4. Thus, the cOUli hereby forecloses the foregoing CLAIM OF LIEN against 
the real property on EXHIBIT A. In this regard: 
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a. The court hereby forecloses the CLAIM OF LIEN against the right, 
title, and interest of Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby, husband and wife, Alliance Title & 
Escrow Corp., and Chase Home Finance, LLC. 
b. In addition, the court hereby forecloses the foregoing CLAIM OF 
LIEN against the right, title, and interest of any third paIiy or other person in the real 
property on EXHIBIT A whose right, title, and interest did not appear of record in the 
records of BOlmeville County, Idaho, effective February 18, 2009, including, without 
limitation, any lessee, tenant, or other occupant or party in possession thereof. See 
LITIGATION GUARANTEE, Schedule A, effective February 18,2009. 
5. The court hereby orders the Sheriff of Bonneville County, Idaho, to sell the 
real property on EXHIBIT A and to apply the proceeds thereof to the following: 
a. The expenses of the sale; and 
b. The total amount of the AMENDED JUDGMENT, above, plus 
interest and costs thereon. 
6. Finally, the total aITIount of the AMENDED JUDGMENT, above, shall 
accrue interest at the rate of 5.625 percent per mmum from the date of entry hereof until paid 
in full in accordance with Idaho Code Section 28-22-104(2). 
~{ , e -DATED this _,_ day of' Hgtt5t, 2009. 
\Joel . Tingey 
DIS'1'RICT JUDGE 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
~~r~certify that I am the Clerk of the above-entitled court, and that on the L 
day of ~ .. 2009 I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF FORECLOSURE on the persons listed 
below by mailing, with the correct postage thereon, or by causing the same to be hand 
delivered. 
Persons served: 
B.1. Driscoll, Esq. 
Smith, Driscoll & Associates, PLLC 
P. O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0731 
Joshua Ashby 
Katrina Ashby 
1944 Lexington 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. 
380 E. Park Center Blvd., Suite #105 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
( ) Hand ( tJ-Mail 
( ) Hand (1(Mail 
( ) Hand (~il 
Clerk 
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EXHIBIT A 
Division 11 Block 15 Lot 22 of St. Clair Estates, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
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B. 1. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 o 1 I i 'i Y 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Email: bjd@eidaholaw.com 
Attorneys for Stonebrook Construction, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
Case No. CV-09-835 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, 
husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE & 
ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME 
FINANCE, LLC; 
SECOND AMENDED DEFAULT 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
FORECLOSlJRE",-~'~"~---I · n [f 
~ 
Defendants. 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC duly filed an APPLICATION FOR 
DEF AULT JUDGMENT on August 25, 2009. Based on the applicable law and good cause 
appearing therefore, the court hereby enters the following SECOND AMENDED 
DEF AULT JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF FORECLOSURE: 
SECOND AMENDED JUDGMENT 
The court hereby enters the following SECOND AMENDED JUDGMENT against 
Defendants, JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, husband and wife, for the purpose 
SECOND AMENDED DEFAULT JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
FORECLOSURE-Page 1 
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of foreclosing on the property that is the subject of this lawsuit and for establishing the 
amount of the plaintiff s total claim. This judgment shall not constitute a money judgment 
against Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby personally for which execution may issue, nor 
shall it constitute a lien or encumbrance against any property acquired by them hereafter. 
This judgment acknowledges that the personal liability hereunder of defendants Joshua 
Ashby and Katrina Ashby has been discharged pursuant to their Chapter 7 bankruptcy filed 
in United States Bankruptcy COUlt for the District of Idaho, Case No. 09-40481. The court 
enters this Second Amended Judgment as follows: 
1. $20,077.54 for the principal balance due from JOSHUA ASHBY and 
KATRINA ASHBY, effective June 5, 2008; and 
2. $2,943.97 for interest on the balance of the account from June 5, 2008 to 
August 25,2009; and 
3. $547.00 for costs as a matter of right; and 
4. $6,691.84 for attorney's fees; 
For a total SECOND AMENDED JUDGMENT in the amount of $30,260.35. 
SECOND AMENDED DECREE OF FORECLOSURE 
With respect to the real property identified in EXHIBIT A attached hereto: 
1. Stone brook Construction, LLC duly recorded a CLAIM OF LIEN against 
the real property on EXHIBIT A. See NOTICE AND CLAIM OF LIEN, recorded August 
8, 2008, Instrument No. 1308457, Bonneville COUl1ty, Idaho. 
2. The court hereby concludes that the real property on EXHIBIT A is subject 
to the foregoing CLAIM OF LIEN, including, without limitation, any and all fixtures, 
SECOND AMENDED DEFAULT JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
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improvements, and appurtenances that relate or otherwise pertain thereto. See Idaho Code 
Section 45-501 and Idaho Code Section 45-505. 
3. In addition, the court hereby concludes or determines that the real propelty 
on EXHIBIT A is the "land upon which or in connection with which ... [the] building, 
improvement, or structure [was] constructed" and that the real property on EXHIBIT A is a 
"convenient space about the same" and is "required for the convenient use and occupation 
thereof." See Idaho Code Section 45-505. 
4. Thus, the court hereby forecloses the foregoing CLAIM OF LIEN against 
the real property on EXHIBIT A. In this regard: 
a. The court hereby forecloses the CLAIM OF LIEN against the right, 
title, and interest of Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby, husband and wife, Alliance Title & 
Escrow Corp., and Chase Home Finance, LLC. 
b. In addition, the court hereby forecloses the foregoing CLAIM OF 
LIEN against the right, title, and interest of any third pmty or other person in the real 
propelty on EXHIBIT A whose right, title, and interest did not appear of record in the 
records of Bonneville County, Idaho, effective February 18, 2009, including, without 
limitation, any lessee, tenm1t, or other occupant or party in possession thereof. See 
LITIGATION GUARANTEE, Schedule A, effective February 18,2009. 
5. The court hereby orders the Sheriff of Bonneville County, Idaho, to sell the 
real property on EXHIBIT A and to apply the proceeds thereof to the following: 
a. The expenses of the sale; and 
b. The total amount of the SECOND AMENDED JUDGMENT, above, 
plus interest and costs thereon. 
SECOND AMENDED DEFAULT JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
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6. Finally, the total amount of the SECOND AMENDED JUDGMENT, above, 
shall accrue interest at the rate of 5.625 percent per ammm from the date of entry hereof 
until paid in full in accordance with Idaho Code Section 28-22-104(2). 
DATED this day of~t, 2009. 
I_-'r--'.::-~""""-__ !--l'---------\I------\---~~;~~g%D~E 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Id;;~~ certify that I am the Clerk of the above-entitled court, and that on the __ 
day of ~ust, 2009 I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing SECOND 
AMENDED DEFAULT JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF FORECLOSURE on the 
persons listed below by mailing, with the correct postage thereon, or by causing the same to 
be hand delivered. 
Persons served: 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. 
Smith, Driscoll & Associates, PLLC 
P. O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0731 
Joshua Ashby 
Katrina Ashby 
1944 Lexington 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. 
380 E. Park Center Blvd., Suite #105 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
( ) Hand (~ail 
( ) Hand (O/Mail 
( ) Hand (/Mail 
Clerk 
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B. J. Driscoll, Esq. ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Email: bjd@eidaholaw.com 
Attorneys for Stonebrook Construction, LLC 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff: 
v. 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, 
husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE & 
ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME 
FINANCE, LLC; 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV -09-835 
THIRD AMENDED DEFAULT 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
FORECLOSURE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC duly filed an APPLICATION FOR 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT on August 25,2009. Based on the applicable law and good cause 
appearing therefore, the court hereby enters the following THIRD AMENDED DEFAULT 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF FORECLOSURE: 
THIRD AMENDED JUDGMENT 
The court hereby enters the following THIRD AMENDED JUDGMENT against 
Defendants, JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, husband and wife, for the purpose 
THIRD AMENDED DEFAULT JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
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of foreclosing on the property that is the subject of this lawsuit and for establishing the 
amow1t of the plaintiff s total claim. This judgment shall not constitute a money judgment 
against Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby personally for which execution may issue, nor 
shall it constitute a lien or encumbrance against any property acquired by them hereafter. 
This judgment acknowledges that the personal liability hereunder of defendants Joshua 
Ashby and Katrina Ashby has been discharged pursuant to their Chapter 7 bankruptcy filed 
in United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Idaho, Case No. 09-40481. The cowi 
enters this Third Amended Judgment as follows: 
1. $20,077.54 for the principal balance due from JOSHUA ASHBY and 
KATRINA ASHBY, effective June 5, 2008; and 
2. $2,943.97 for interest on the balance of the account from June 5, 2008 to 
August 25, 2009; and 
3. $547.00 for costs as a matter of right; and 
4. $6,691.84 for attorney's fees; 
For a total THIRD AMENDED JUDGMENT in the amount of $30,260.35. 
THIRD AMENDED DECREE OF FORECLOSURE 
With respect to the real property identified in EXHIBIT A attached hereto: 
1. Stone brook Construction, LLC duly recorded a CLAIM OF LIEN against 
the real property on EXHIBIT A. See NOTICE AND CLAIM OF LIEN, recorded August 
8,2008, Instrument No. 1308457, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
2. The court hereby concludes that the real property on EXHIBIT A is subject 
to the foregoing CLAIM OF LIEN, including, without limitation, any and all fixtures, 
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improvements, and appurtenances that relate or otherwise pertain thereto. See Idaho Code 
Section 45-501 and Idaho Code Section 45-505. 
3. In addition, the court hereby concludes or determines that the real property 
on EXHIBIT A is the "land upon which or in connection with which ... [the] building, 
improvement, or stmcture [was] constmcted" and that the real property on EXHIBIT A is a 
"convenient space about the same" and is "required for the convenient use and occupation 
thereof." See Idaho Code Section 45-505. 
4. Thus, the court hereby forecloses the foregoing CLAIM OF LIEN against 
the real property on EXHIBIT A. In this regard: 
a. The court hereby forecloses the CLAIM OF LIEN against the right, 
title, and interest of Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby, husband and wife, Alliance Title & 
Escrow Corp., and Chase Home Finance, LLC. 
b. In addition, the court hereby forecloses the foregoing CLAIM OF 
LIEN against the right, title, and interest of any third party or other person in the real 
property on EXHIBIT A whose right, title, and interest did not appear of record in the 
records of BOlU1eville County, Idaho, effective Febmary 18, 2009, including, without 
limitation, any lessee, tenant, or other occupant or party in possession thereof. See 
LITIGA nON GUARANTEE, Schedule A, effective Febmary 18,2009. 
5. The court hereby orders the Sheriff of BOlU1eville County, Idaho, to sell the 
real property on EXHIBIT A and to apply the proceeds thereof to the following: 
a. The expenses of the sale; and 
b. The total amount of the THIRD AMENDED JUDGMENT, above, 
plus interest and costs thereon. 
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6. Finally, the total amount of the THIRD AMENDED JUDGMENT, above, 
shall accrue interest at the rate of 5.625 percent per annum from the date of entry hereof 
until paid in full in accordance with Idaho Code Section 28-22-104(2). 
DATED this -U- day of September, 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that I am the Clerk of the above-entitled court, and that on the i I 
day of September, 2009 I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing TH1Rn 
AMENDED DEFAULT JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF FORECLOSURE on the 
persons listed below by mailing, with the correct postage thereon, or by causing the same to 
be hand delivered. 
Persons served: 
B. 1. Driscoll, Esq. 
Smith, Driscoll & Associates, PLLC 
P. O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0731 
Joshua Ashby 
Katrina Ashby 
1944 Lexington 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. 
380 E. Park Center Blvd., Suite #105 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
( ) Hand (~ail 
( ) Hand (0" Mail 
( ) Hand ( ~ail 
Clerk 
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EXHIBIT A 
Division 11 Block 15 Lot 22 of St. Clair Estates, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an 
Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, 
husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE & 
ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME 
FINANCE, LLC, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2009-835 
ORDER ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE 
JUDGMENT 
THIS MATTER is before the Court on Defendant Chase Home Finance, LLC's 
(Chase) motion to set aside the default judgment as entered against Chase. Plaintiff has 
filed a notice of non-opposition to said motion. Therefore, having reviewed the record, 
and good cause appearing therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Chase's motion is granted. The Entry of Default 
and Third Amended Default Judgment are set aside as to Chase. The Writ of Execution 
previously issued in this matter is quashed and withdrawn 
Dated this ~ day of November, 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby cel1ify that on thiS:~ day of November, 2009, I did send a tnle and 
correct copy of the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the 
correct postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective courthouse 
mailbox; or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
BJ. Driscoll 
SMITH, DRISCOLL, & ASSOCIATES 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Steven F. Schossberger, Esq. 
HA WLEY, TROXELL, ENNIS & HAWLEY 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise,ID 83701-1617 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
By 'J11fiL/ 
Deputy Clerk 
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358 
Beth Smethers, ISB No. 7700 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, 10 83701-1617 
Telephone: 208.344.6000 
Facsimile: 208.954.5223 
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com 
bsmethers@hawleytroxell.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Chase Home Finance, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an ) 
Idaho Limited Liability Company, ) 
Plaintiff~ 
vs. 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, 
husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE & 
ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME 
FINANCE, LLC 
Defendants. 
--------------------------------
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-09-835 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT CHASE 
HOME FINANCE, LLC TO SECOND 
AMENDED COMPLAINT 
Defendant Chase Home Finance, LLC ("Chase"), by and through its attorneys of record, 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, responds to PlaintiffStonebrook Construction, LLC's 
Second Amended Complaint, as follows: 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC TO SECOND 
AMENDED COMPLAINT - 1 66 
050000071.1744269.1 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint ("Plaintiffs Complaint") Complaint, and each 
and every allegation thereof, fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 
GENERAL DENIAL 
CHASE denies each and every allegation contained in Plaintiffs Complaint unless 
expressly and specifically admitted herein. 
ANSWER 
1. In response to paragraphs 1 through 4 of Plaintiff s Complaint, CHASE is without 
knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations set forth 
therein and, therefore, denies the same. 
2. In response to paragraph 5 of Plaintiff s Complaint, Plaintiff sets forth a legal 
conclusion to which no response is required. To the extent a response is required, CHASE 
denies the same. 
3. In response to paragraph 6, Claim for Relief No. 1, sections a-i of Plaintiffs 
Complaint, CHASE is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations set forth therein and, therefore, denies the same. 
4. In response to paragraph 6, Claim for Relief No. 2, sections a-m of Plaintiffs 
Complaint, CHASE is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations set forth therein and, therefore, denies the same. 
5. In response to paragraph 6, Claim for Relief No. 2, section m, subpmi 1 of 
Plaintiffs Complaint, CHASE is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as 
to the truth of the allegations set forth therein and, therefore, denies the same. 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC TO SECOND 
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6. In response to paragraph 6, Claim for Relief No. 2, section m, subpart 2 of 
Plaintiff's Complaint, CHASE admits only that Stonebrook Construction may claim some right, 
title, or interest in the property at issue in this action. CHASE is without knowledge or 
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations set forth in 
paragraph 6, Claim for Relief No. 2, section m, subpart 2 of Plaintiff's Complaint and, therefore, 
denies the same. 
7. In response to paragraph 6, Claim for Relief No. 2, section m, subpart 3 of 
Plaintiff's Complaint, CHASE is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as 
to the truth of the allegations set forth therein and, therefore, denies the same. 
8. In response to paragraph 6, Claim for Relief No. 3, section a of Plaintiff's 
Complaint, CHASE is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations set forth therein and, therefore, denies the same. 
9. In response to paragraph 6, Claim for Relief No. 3, section b of Plaintiff's 
Complaint, CHASE admits the same. 
10. In response to paragraph 6, Claim for Relief No. 4, sections a and b of Plaintiffs 
Complaint, CHASE admits only that a Deed of Trust was recorded on June 4, 2008, Instrument 
No. 1301656, Bonneville County, Idaho, and that Deed of Trust speaks for itself. CHASE is 
without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining 
allegations set forth in paragraph 6, Claim for Relief No. 4, sections a and b of Plaintiffs 
Complaint and, therefore, denies the same. 
11. In response to paragraph 6, Claim for Relief No. 4, section c of Plaintiffs 
Complaint, CHASE denies the same. 
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12. In response to paragraph 6, Claim for Relief No. 4, section d of Plaintiffs 
Complaint, CHASE admits only that a Deed of Trust was recorded on June 4, 2008, Instrument 
No. 1301656, Bonneville County, Idaho, and that Deed of Trust speaks for itself. CHASE is 
without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining 
allegations set forth in paragraph 6, Claim for Relief No. 4, section d of Plaintiffs Complaint 
and, therefore, denies the same. 
13. In response to paragraph 6, Claim for Relief No.4, sections e and f of Plaintiff s 
Complaint, CHASE denies the same. 
14. In response to paragraph 7 of Plaintiff s Complaint, CHASE is without 
knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations set forth 
therein and, therefore, denies the same. 
15. In response to paragraph 8 of Plaintiff s Complaint, CHASE denies the same. 
REQUEST FOR RELIEF 
CHASE denies that Plaintiff is entitled to the relief sought in the "Request for Relief' 
section of Plaintiff s Complaint. 
DEFENSES 
In asserting the following defenses, CHASE does not assume the burden of proving any 
element thereof which any applicable case law, statute, rule, regulation or other authority places 
upon Plaintiff. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
Plaintiff has failed to join parties indispensable, and Plaintiff s Complaint should be 
dismissed based on Rule 12(b )(7) and Rule 19 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC TO SECOND 
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THIRD DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is barred from maintaining its action against CHASE based upon the doctrine of 
Waiver. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is barred from maintaining its action against CHASE based upon the doctrine of 
laches. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is barred from maintaining its claim against CHASE because Plaintiff has failed 
to satisfy requisite conditions precedent to the recordation, perfection, and foreclosure of the lien 
referred to in Plaintiffs Complaint. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is barred from maintaining its action against CHASE based upon the doctrine of 
estoppel. 
RULE 11 STATEMENT 
CHASE has considered and believes that it may have additional claims and defenses but 
does not have sufficient information at this time to assert the additional claims or defenses under 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11. CHASE does not intend to waive any such claims or defenses 
and specifically asserts its intention to amend this answer if, pending research and after 
discovery, facts come to light giving rise to additional claims and defenses. 
WHEREFORE, CHASE prays for judgment from the Court as follows: 
1. That Plaintiff s Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and Plaintiff take nothing 
thereunder; 
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2. That CHASE be awarded the reasonable attorneys' fees and costs necessarily 
incurred in defending this action; and 
3. For such other and further relief as the C0U11 deems just and proper. 
DATED THIS L day of December, 2009. 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
By ~ile~ Steven F. Schoss erger,ISB o. 5358 
Attorneys for Defendant Chase Home Finance, 
LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this L day of December, 2009, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing ANSWER OF DEFENDANT CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC TO 
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of 
the follo\ving: 
B.J. Driscoll, Esq. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby 
1944 Lexington 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
[Defendants] 
Alliance & Title Escrow Corp. 
380 E. Park Center Blvd., Suite #105 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
[Defendant] 
A u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
~_ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
__ Telecopy 
X- u.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
__ Telecopy 
-A- U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
__ Telecopy 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAlfjditl~TIUCT ?~ }:H~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNttV±~LE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an) 
Idaho Limited Liability Company,) 
) 
plaintiff (s) , ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, ) 
Husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE) 
& ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME ) 
FINANCE, LLC, ) 
) 
Defendant(s) ) 
17 P 
Case No. CV-09-835 
ORDER FOR TELEPHONIC 
STATUS CONFERENCE 
Pursuant to Rule 16, I. R. C. P., it is hereby ordered that a 
status conference be conducted by and between the Court and the 
counsel of record in regard to the above-entitled case on January 
12, 2010, at 8:30 a.m. 
It is further ordered that at least one of the attorneys for 
each party participating in said status conference have authority 
to enter into stipulations and to make admissions regarding all 
matters that the parties may reasonably anticipate being 
discussed. (See Rule 16 (b) and Rule 16 (c)). Counsel shall also 
be prepared to furnish the Court with available dates for a pre-
trial conference and trial setting. 
The Plaintiff is directed to initiate the telephone 
conference call to the Court. 
extension 1340. 
The telephone number is 529 1350 
Dated this t~ day of December, 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of December, 2009, that I 
mailed or hand delivered a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document to the following: 
B. J. Driscoll 
PO Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Steven F. Schossberger 
Beth Smethers 
PO Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701 1617 
RONALD LONGMORE 
BY '111/J// 
DEPbTY CLERK 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL 13TfU CT OF TIiE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 0lOBONNEVILLE 
11 Ii 9 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an) 
Idaho Limited Liability Company,) 
) Case No. CV-09-835 
Plaintiff(s), ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, ) 
Husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE) 
& ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME ) 
FINANCE, LLC, ) 
ORDER AND NOTICE 
SETTING COURT TRIAL 
) 
Defendant(s) ) 
Pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, 
the following pre-trial schedule shall govern all proceedings in 
this case: 
ORDER 
I. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. Pretrial Conference is scheduled for September 14, 2010 
at 8:30 a.m. 
2. COURT trial is scheduled for 10:00 a.m. on September 
28, 2010. Trial is anticipated to last 3 days. 
3. Dispositive motions must be filed at least 60 days 
prior to trial. 
4. Plaintiff(s) expert witness disclosure, including 
opinions and conclusions must be filed at least 100 
days before trial. Defendant(s) expert witness 
disclosure including opinions and conclusions must be 
filed at least 80 days before trial. 
5. All discovery shall be completed 45 days prior to 
trial. 
6. The parties and their attorneys shall attend a 
mediation session before a qualified attorney mediator 
or district judge selected by the parties. Mediation 
should be completed at least 90 days prior to trial. 
II. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that each attorney shall, no 
later than seven (7) days prior to trial: 
1. File a list of names of persons who may be called to 
testify at trial. 
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2. File a criptive list of all exh ts proposed to be 
offered into evidence. 
3. File proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law. 
III. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that each attorney shall on the 
first day of trial: 
1. Deposit with the clerk of the court a list of exhibits 
to be introduced. The parties shall pre-mark and 
staple plaintiff's exhibits in numerical sequence and 
defendant's exhibits in alphabetical sequence. Pages 
of exhibits shall be stapled, with a sticker placed on 
the first page of the actual exhibit. The actual 
exhibits should be brought with you at time of trial. 
IV. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 
1. Any exhibits or witnesses discovered after the last 
required disclosure shall immediately be disclosed to 
the court and opposing counsel by filing and service 
stating the date upon which the same was discovered. 
2. No witnesses shall testify and no exhibits shall be 
admitted into evidence at trial other than those 
disclosed, listed and submitted to the clerk of the 
court in accordance with this order. 
3. This order shall control the course of this action 
unless modified for good cause shown to prevent 
manifest injustice. 
4. The Court may impose appropriate sanctions for 
violation of this order. 
DATED this day of 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the I~ay of January, 2010, that 
I mailed or hand delivered a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document to the following: 
B. J. Driscoll 
PO Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Steven F. Schossberger 
Beth Smethers 
PO Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
ORDER 
RONALD LONGMORE 
BY ~ 
DEPUTY CLERK 
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B.1. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Email: bjd@eidaholaw.com 
Attorneys for Stonebrook Construction, LLC 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, 
husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE & 
ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME 
FINANCE, LLC; 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV -09-835 
THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT 
COMES NOW plaintiff, Stonebrook Construction, LLC ("Stonebrook"), and as 
and for a cause of action against the defendants states, alleges, and avers as follows: 
1. Stonebrook Construction, LLC is an Idaho Limited Liability Company. 
See Instrument No. W59168, Secretary of State, Idaho. 
2. Defendants, Joshua and Katrina Ashby ("Ashby"), are and at all times 
relevant hereto were, individuals residing in BOlmeville County, Idaho. 
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3. Defendant, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance"), is a foreign 
corporation registered to do business in the State of Idaho. 
4. Defendant, Chase Home Finance, LLC ("Chase Home Finance") is a 
foreign limited liability company and a successor beneficiary to First Horizon Home 
Loans, which is a division of First Tennessee Bank, N.A. 
5. Stonebrook Construction has the right to "set forth two or more statements 
of a claim ... alternatively or hypothetically." See I.R.C.P. 8( e)(2) and Idaho Code 
Section 5-335. 
6. Stonebrook Construction respectfully "sets forth" or alleges the following 
claims for relief: 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.1 
a. Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby contracted to purchase labor and 
materials from Stonebrook Construction. 
b. The current balance due on the contract is $44,251.95, effective August 8, 
2008. 
c. The foregoing amount accrues interest at the rate of twelve (12%) percent 
per annum in accordance with the terms and conditions of the account; in 
the alternative, the foregoing amount accrues interest at the rate of twelve 
(12%) percent per annum in accordance with the terms and conditions of 
the applicable invoices; in the altemative, the foregoing amount accrues 
interest at the rate of 12.0 percent per annum in accordance with Idaho 
Code Section 28-22-104. 
d. The foregoing amount is past due, as a result, Ashby is in default. 
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e. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $44,251.95, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of breach of contract, including, without limitation, 
express contract and contract implied in fact. 
f. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $44,251.95, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of quasi contract, including, without limitation, 
constructive contract and contract in law. 
g. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $44,251.95, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of unjust enrichment. 
h. Ashby is liable 10 Stonebrook Construction for $44,251.95, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of quantwl1 meruit. 
1. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $44,251.95, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of estoppel, including, without limitation, equitable 
estoppel. 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.2 
a. Stonebrook Construction "performed labor upon, [and] furnish[ ed] 
materials to be used in the construction, alteration, or repair of [a] ... 
building ... or other structure." See Idaho Code Section 45-501. 
b. EXHIBIT A, attached hereto, is the legal description of the "land upon 
which or in connection with which ... [the] building, improvement, or 
structure was constructed, together with a convenient space about the 
same or so much as may be required for the convenient use and 
occupation thereof." See Idaho Code Section 45-505. 
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c. Stone brook Construction furnished the labor and materials from 
November 15,2007, to June 5, 2008. 
d. Stonebrook Construction furnished the labor and materials "at the instance 
of the owner of the building or other improvement or his agent." See 
Idaho Code Section 45-501. 
e. Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby are the "owners of the building or other 
improvement. " 
f. The following is the amount of the "demand" of Stone brook Construction, 
"after deducting all just credits and offsets": $44,251.95, effective August 
8, 2008, excluding interest, costs, and attorney's fees. See Idaho Code 
Section 45-507(3)(a). 
g. The rights and remedies of Stone brook Construction against Ashby are 
cumulative and non-exclusive. See Idaho Code Section 45-515. 
h. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $44,251.95, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of breach of contract, including, without limitation, 
express contract and contract implied in fact. 
1. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $44,251.95, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of quasi contract, including, without limitation, 
constructive contract and contract in law. 
J. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $44,251. 95, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of unjust enrichment. 
k. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $44,251.95, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of quantum meruit. 
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1. Ashby is liable to Stonebrook Construction for $44,251.95, plus interest, 
based on the doctrine of estoppel, including, without limitation, equitable 
estoppel. 
m. Finally, Stonebrook Construction "has a lien upon the same for the work 
or labor done [and]. .. materials furnished." See Idaho Code Section 45-
501. In this regard, please note the following: 
1. Stonebrook Construction has a lien upon the "building ... 
or other structure" and the "land upon which or in connection with which . 
. . [the] building, improvement, or structure is constructed, together with a 
convenient space about the same or so much as may be required for the 
convenient use and occupation thereof' to secure the payment of the 
foregoing invoices. See Idaho Code Section 45-501 and Idaho Code 
Section 45-505. 
2. Stone brook Construction recorded a claim of lien against the 
foregoing building and land in accordance with Idaho Code 
Section 45-507(2) on August 8, 2008. See NOTICE AND CLAIM 
OF LIEN, dated August 8, 2008, Instrument No. 1308457, 
Bonneville County, Idaho. In this regard, the date of "completion 
of the ... furnishing of materials" was June 5, 2008. 
3. Stonebrook Construction served a "true and correct copy of the 
claim of lien" on Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby "by mailing a 
copy thereof by celiified mail to the owner or reputed owner at his 
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last known address" on or about August 8, 2008. See Idaho Code 
Section 45-507(5). 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.3 
a. Stonebrook Construction recorded a claim of lien against the building and 
land on EXHIBIT A in accordance with Idaho Code Section 45-507(2) on 
August 8,2008. See Instrument No. 1308457, BOlmeville County, Idaho. 
b. The court must determine the validity of the claim of lien and "declare the 
rank of each lien or class of liens" in accordance with Idaho Code Section 
45-512. 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF NO.4 
a. Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby executed a deed of trust against the real 
property on EXHIBIT A. See Instrument No. 1301656, recorded June 4, 
2008, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
b. Alliance is the successor trustee of the deed of trust. 
c. Chase Home Finance is the successor beneficiary of the deed of trust. 
d. Based on the foregoing deed of trust, Alliance and Chase Home Finance, 
or their successors or assigns, have or otherwise claim some right, title, or 
interest in the real property on EXHIBIT A. 
e. The deed of trust is junior and inferior to the claim of lien of Stonebrook 
Construction because it "attached subsequent to the time when the 
building, improvement, or structure was commenced ... or materials ... 
were commenced to be furnished." See Idaho Code Section 45-506. 
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Again, Stonebrook Construction furnished the materials from November 
15, 2008, to June 5, 2008. 
f. As a result, the claim of lien of Stone brook Construction is senior and 
superior to the right, title, and interest of Alliance, and Chase Home 
Finance, and their successors or assigns in the real property on EXHIBIT 
A. 
7. Stonebrook Construction has retained the services of B. J. Driscoll, 
attorney at law, to represent it in this case. 
8. Stonebrook Construction has the right to recover the costs and attorney's 
fees that it incurs in this case in accordance with I.R. c.P. 54, Idaho Code Section 12-120, 
Idaho Code Section 12-121, Idaho Code Section 45-513, the terms and conditions of the 
contract between Ashby and Stonebrook Construction. 
REQUEST FOR RELIEF 
Stonebrook Construction respectfully requests the following relief against the 
Defendants: 
1. With respect to the building and land on EXHIBIT A: 
a. Foreclosure of the claim oflien of Stonebrook Construction for 
$44,251.95, plus interest thereon. 
b. Foreclosure of the claim of lien against the right, title, and interest 
of Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby, Chase Home Finance, and Alliance, and their 
successors or aSSIgns. 
c. Foreclosure of the claim oflien of Stonebrook Construction 
against the right, title, and interest of any third party or other person in the foregoing 
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building and land whose right, title, and interest did not appear of record in the records of 
Bonneville County, Idaho, on or before February 4,2009, including, without limitation, 
any lessee, tenant, or other occupant or party in possession of the foregoing building and 
land. 
d A determination or declaration regarding the validity of the claim 
of lien of Stone brook Construction. 
e A determination or declaration regarding the rank of the claim of 
lien of Stonebrook Construction. 
2. Costs and attorney's fees; in this regard, Stonebrook Construction is 
"seeking attorney fees and the dollar amount thereof in case judgment is entered by 
default" is $11,500.00. See LR.C.P. 54(e)(4). 
3. Any other relief, legal or equitable, to which Stonebrook Construction has 
any right or entitlement. 
DATED this L day of March, 2010. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
'I 
BY~~~~==~ ______________ ___ 
. J. Driscoll 
/ Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the L day of March, 2010, I caused a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT to be served by 
placing the same in a sealed envelope and depositing it in the United States Mail, postage 
prepaid, or by hand delivery, facsimile transmission, or overnight delivery, addressed to 
the following: 
[ ]~. Mail [--1 Facsimile Transmission 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
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Steven F. Schossberger, Esq. 
Beth Smethers, Esq. 
HA WLEY, TROXELL, ENNIS 
& HAWLEY, LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P. O. Box 1617 
Boise,ID 83701-1617 
~-------------
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EXHIBIT A 
Division 11 Block 15 Lot 22 of St. Clair Estates, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
87 
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358 
Beth Smethers, ISB No. 7700 
10 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: 208.344.6000 
Facsimile: 208.954.5260 
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com 
bsmethers@hawleytroxell.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Chase Home Finance, LLC 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, ) 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, ) 
husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE & ) 
ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME ) 
FINANCE, LLC, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
---------------------------------
Case No. CV-09-835 
DEFENDANT CHASE HOME 
FINANCE, LLC'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMAR Y JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Defendant Chase Home Finance, LLC ("Chase"), by and through its 
undersigned counsel of record, Steven F. Schossberger of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, 
and pursuant to I.R.c.P. 56(c), moves the Court for summary judgment on all claims asserted by 
Plaintiff in the Second Amended Complaint against Chase. This motion is based on the 
evidentiary record that there is no genuine issue of material fact that during all times relevant in 
this action Plaintiff was acting as a contractor but was not registered under the Idaho Contractor 
DEFENDANT CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
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Registration Act, Title 54, Chapter 52, Idaho Code. Consequently, pursuant to Idaho Code 
§ 54-5208, Plaintiff's lien claim is barred. This motion is supported by the memorandum of 
points and authorities, and the Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger, Esq., filed 
contemporaneously herewith. 
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED. 
DATED THIS \ 1 day of March, 2010. 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
By ~~J~~ Steven F. Schossberger, IS No. 5358 
Attorneys for Defendant Chase Home 
Finance, LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this jl day of March, 2010, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
B.1. Driscoll, Esq. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Avenue 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
X- U.S. Mail; Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand Dehvered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
__ Telecopy: 208.529.4166 
Steven ~. Schossberg 
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358 
Beth Smethers, ISB No. 7700 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: 208.344.6000 
Facsimile: 208.954.5260 
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com 
bsmethers@hawleytroxell.com 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, ) 
husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE & ) 
ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME ) 
FINANCE, LLC, ) 
Defendants. 
--------------------------------
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV -09-835 
DEFENDANT CHASE HOME 
FINANCE, LLC'S MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
SUMMAR Y JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Defendant Chase Home Finance, LLC ("Chase"), by and tlu'ough its 
undersigned counsel of record, Steven F. Schossberger of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, 
and respectfully submits the following memorandum in support of motion for summary 
judgment. 
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I. 
ISSUE TO BE DECIDED ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
1. Whether Plaintiffs claims for relief Nos. 2, 3 and 4 based upon an alleged claim 
oflien pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-501 must be dismissed on summary judgment because of 
Plaintiff s failure to register as a contractor under the Idaho Contractor Registration Act (the 
"Act"), Idaho Code § 54-5202, et seq. 
II. 
LEGAL STANDARD 
Summary judgment is appropriate only if the affidavits, depositions, admissions, and 
other evidence in the record demonstrate that there are no genuine issues of material fact and that 
the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw. Rule 56(c), Heinz v. Heinz, 
129 Idaho 847, 934 P.2d 20 (1997). When considering a motion for summary judgment, the 
court "liberally construes the record in a light most favorable to the party opposing the motion 
and draws all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor." Brooks v. Logan, 
130 Idaho 574,576,944 P.2d 709,711 (1997). 
Affidavits submitted in support of and in opposition to motions for summary jUdgment 
must be made on personal knowledge, set forth facts that would be admissible at trial on the 
issue addressed, and demonstrate that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated 
therein. Rule 56(e). When a motion for summary jUdgment is suppOlied by affidavits or 
deposition testimony, the non-moving party cannot rest on the allegations and/or denials in the 
pleadings, but must set forth specific facts demonstrating a genuine issue of material fact for 
trial. Arnold v. Diet Center, Inc., 113 Idaho 581, 746 P.2d 1040 (Ct. App. 1987). While the 
moving party generally bears the burden of demonstrating the absence of material facts, a failure 
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of proof on an essential element of the opposing party's case makes all other facts immaterial. 
Bade/lv. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 765 P.2d 126 (1988), citing Celotex v. Catrett, 117 U.S. 317 
(1986). Creating only slight doubt of presenting only a scintilla of evidence as insufficient to 
withstand a motion for summary judgment. West v. Sonke, 243 Idaho 133, 968 P.2d 228 (1998). 
III. 
ST A TEMENT OF UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS 
1. Plaintiff Stonebrook Construction, LLC ("Stonebrook") is an Idaho limited 
liability company. See the Second Amended Complaint (the "SAC") filed May 11, 2009, ~ 1. 
2. The articles of organization of Stonebrook filed with the Idaho Secretary of State 
on February 12,2007, name the managers of Stonebrook as Brandon Burton, 3630 Spectrum 
Drive, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401, and Tyler Schwendiman, 5304 Tildy Circle, Ammon, Idaho 
83406. See Schossberger Aff., Exh. A. Joshua Ashby and Katrina Ashby contracted to purchase 
labor and materials from Stone brook. See SAC, p. 2, ,j6A. 
3. Stonebrook "performed labor upon, [and] furnish[ ed] materials to be used in the 
construction, alteration, or repair of [a '" building ... or other structure]." See Idaho Code 
§ 45-501. Id. at 3, Claim for Relief No. 2, ~ A. 
4. Stonebrook furnished the labor and materials "at the instance of the owner of the 
building or other improvement or his agent." See Idaho Code § 45-501. See SAC, p. 4, ~ D. 
5. Stonebrook claims a lien upon the Ashby property and improvement thereon for 
the work and labor done and materials furnished pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-50l. See SAC, 
p. 5, ~ m - p. 7, ,r f. Stonebrook is not registered with the State ofIdaho Bureau of Occupational 
Licenses pursuant to the requirements of the Act. See Schossberger Aff., ~~ 4-6. 
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IV. 
ARGUMENT 
A. The Second, Third and Fourth Claims for Relief in the Second Amended Complaint 
Must be Dismissed Pursuant to the Provisions of the Idaho Contractor Registration 
Act, Idaho Code § 54-5201, et seq. 
It is clear from the allegations in the Second Amended Complaint that Stonebrook acted 
as a contractor for the Ashbys in the construction of their home in Bonneville County, Idaho. 
Idaho Code § 54-5203 provides the following relevant definitions: 
(3) "Construction" means the performance of building, altering, 
repairing, adding to, subtracting from, improving, reconstructing, 
moving, excavating, wrecking or demolishing any building, 
highway, road, bridge, or other structure, project, development or 
improvement to real property, or to do any pari thereof, including 
the erection of scaffolding or other structures or works in 
connection therewith. 
(4) "Contractor" means: 
(a) Any person who in any capacity undertakes, offers to 
undertake, purports to have the capacity to undertake, or submits a 
bid to, or does himself or by or through others, perform 
construction; ... 
(6) "Person" means any individual, firm, partnership, limited 
liability company, limited liability partnership, corporation, trust, 
association or other entity or organization capable of conducting 
business, or any combination thereof acting as a unit. 
Idaho Code § 54-5204 provides, in relevant part, that: 
(1) On and after January I, 2006, it shall be unlawful for any 
person to engage in the business of, or hold himself out as, a 
contractor within this state without being registered as required in 
this chapter. 
(2) It shall be unlawful for a contractor to engage any other 
contractor who is required by this chapter to be registered as a 
contractor unless such other contractor furnishes satisfactory proof 
to the contractor that he is duly registered under the provisions of 
this chapter. 
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(3) Any person who engages in the business or acts in the capacity 
of a contractor, whether or not duly registered, has thereby 
submitted to the jurisdiction of the state of Idaho and to the 
administrative jurisdiction of the Idaho Contractor's Board, and 
shall be subject to all penalties and remedies available under Idaho 
law for any violation of this chapter. 
Idaho Code § 54-5208 (denial of lien rights) provides, in relevant part, that: 
A contractor who is not registered as set forth in this chapter, 
unless otherwise exempt, shall be denied and shall be deemed to 
have conclusively waived any right to place a lien upon real 
property as provided for in Chapter 5, Title 45, Idaho Code. 
Idaho Code § 54-5217 (penalties) provides, in relevant part, that: 
(2) No person engaged in the business or acting in the capacity of 
a contractor, unless otherwise exempt, may bring or maintain any 
action in any court of this state for the collection of compensation 
for the performance of any act or contract for which registration is 
required by this chapter without alleging and proving that he was a 
duly registered contractor, or that he was otherwise exempt as 
provided for in this chapter, at all times during the performance of 
such act or contract. 
There is no genuine issue of material fact that Stonebrook did not allege in the Second 
Amended Complaint that it was a duly registered contractor at all times during the performance 
of the construction contract with the Ashbys. See SAC. There is no genuine issue of material 
fact that Stonebrook was the contractor for this construction project, and that this limited liability 
company was required to register as a contractor under the provisions of the Act. I.C. 
§ 54-5203(4)(a)(6), I.C. § 54-5204. 
The interpretation of a statute is a question of law over which the appellate cOUli 
exercises free review. See State a/Idaho v. Mubita, 145 Idaho 925, 940,188 P.3d 867, 882 
(2008). When construing a statute, the focus of the court is to determine and give effect to the 
intent of the legislature. Id. Judicial interpretation of a statute begins with an examination of the 
statute's literal words. Id. When the language of a statute is plain and unambiguous, the court 
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must give effect to the statute as written, without engaging in statutory construction. Id. The 
language of the statute must be given its plain, obvious and rational meaning. Id. Unless the 
result is palpably absurd, the court assumes the legislature meant what is clearly stated in the 
statute. Id. 
In the present case, the Court need not go beyond the plain language of the statute, I.C. 
§ 54-5203, which defines "Contractor" as "any person" who "performs construction" and defines 
"Person" to include a "limited liability company." I.e. § 54-5203( 4)(a) and (6). The Court also 
need not go beyond the plain language of the statute, I.C. § 54-5204, providing that it shall be 
unlawful for any "person" [limited liability company] to engage in the business of, or hold 
himself out as, a contractor within this state without being registered as required in this chapter. 
I.e. § 54-5204(1). Hence, because there is no genuine issue of material fact that Stonebrook did 
not comply with the registration requirement of the Act, its causes of action for lien foreclosure 
and lien priority are barred. I.e. §§ 54-5208 and 54-5217. Accordingly, the court should enter 
summary judgment as a matter of law, and it should further order the release of the recorded 
claim of lien and a declaration that the lien is expunged, released and void. 
v. 
CONCLUSION 
For each of the above and foregoing reasons, Chase's motion for summary judgment on 
the Second Amended Complaint should be granted in its entirety. 
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DATED THIS ~ day of March, 2010. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
By~~~~~~~~~~~~ ______ __ 
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB . 5358 
Attorneys for Defendant Chase Home 
Finance, LLC 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Jl day of March, 2010, I caused to be served a true 
copy oftheforegoing DEFENDANT CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC'S MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following: 
B. 1. Driscoll, Esq. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Avenue 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
__ Telecopy: 208.529.4166 
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358 
Beth Smethers, ISB No. 7700 
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HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: 208.344.6000 
Facsimile: 208.954.5260 
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com 
bsmethers@hawleytroxell.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Chase Home Finance, LLC 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STONEBROOK CONSTRUCTION, LLC, ) 
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
JOSHUA ASHBY and KATRINA ASHBY, ) 
husband and wife; ALLIANCE TITLE & ) 
ESCROW CORP.; and CHASE HOME ) 
FINANCE, LLC, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
--------------------------------
Case No. CV-09-835 
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. 
SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT CHASE HOME 
FINANCE, LLC'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Steven F. Schossberger, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I make this affidavit based on my personal knowledge in support of Defendant 
Chase Home Finance, LLC's ("Chase") motion for summary judgment on the second amended 
complaint. 
2. I am a partner of the law firm Hawley Troxell Elmis & Hawley LLP, counsel of 
record for Chase. 
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HOME FINANCE, LLC'S MOTION FOR ~MARY JUDGMENT - 1 
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3. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and COlTect copy of the Articles of 
Organization Limited Liability Company of Stone brook Construction, LLC, dated February 12, 
2007 with the Idaho Secretary of State. 
4. On February 26,2010, I performed an online search on the State ofIdaho's 
website providing information from the State ofIdaho Bureau of Occupational Licenses for 
contractors who are registered under the Idaho Contractor Registration Act. Title 54, 
Chapter 52, Idaho Code. 
5. The State ofIdaho Bureau of Occupational Licenses does not have Plaintiff 
Stonebrook Construction, LLC as a registered contractor. 
6. On February 26,2010, I had a telephone conversation with Plaintiffs counsel, 
B. J. Driscoll and Mr. Driscoll confinned that Plaintiff Stonebrook Construction, LLC is not a 
registered contractor pursuant to Title 54, Chapter 52, Idaho Code. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
Stev~lj~ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
NotarYJ:ublic for Idaho 
Residing at dt7'/~) / a4 /? V' 
My commission expires if - /$-// 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this lL day of March, 2010, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Avenue 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
L U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
__ Telecopy: 208.529.4166 
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';1. . : 
" 
ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION 
FILED EFFECTIVE 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY 2DOl fEB 12 Afl 9: 14 
(Instructions on back of application) 
1. The name of the limited liability company Is: 
Stonebrook Construction LLC. 
2. The street address of the initial registered office is: 
3630 Spectrum Drive, Idaho Falls, 10 83401 
and the name of the initial registered agent at the above address is: 
Brandon Burton 
3. The mailing address for future correspondence Is: 
3630 Spectrum Dr, Idaho Falls, 1083401 
4. Management of the limited liability company will be vested in: 
Manager(s) 0 or Member(s) 0 (please check the appropriate box) 
5. If management Is to be vested in one or more manager(s), list the name(s) and 
addressees) of at least one initial manager. If management is to be vested in the 
member(s). list the name(s) and addressees) of at least one initial member. 
Name Address 
Brandon Burton 3630 Spectrum Dr, Idaho Falls, 10 83401 
Tyler Schwendiman 5304 Tildy Circle, Ammon, 10 83406 
6. Signatur~~.tFl"'~lorlormingthe limited liability company: 
SIgnature. '/t-J.J Secretary of State use only 
Typed Name: Brandon Burton 
Capacity: 50% Owner ~S ~ \,,--~ 
I~O SEcRETARY OF STATE 
02/13/2007 051B0 
CK: 1123 eTI 289635 1Hz 183ZSn 
1 , 188.19" 188.89 alGAH UC I 2 
Signature ------------ II 
Typed Name: Tyler Schwendiman I I 
Capacity: 50% Owner 11.;;;;;;;;;;~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~-J Web form 
EXHIBIT A 
